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If you’ve been charged with setting up storage area networks for your company, learning how SANs work and managing data storage problems might seem challenging. Storage Area Networks For Dummies, 2nd Edition comes to the rescue with just what you need to know.
    Whether you already a bit SAN savvy or you’re a complete novice, here’s the scoop on how SANs save money, how to implement new technologies like data de-duplication, iScsi, and Fibre Channel over Ethernet, how to develop SANs that will aid your company’s disaster recovery plan, and much more. For example, you can:      

	Understand what SANs are, whether you need one, and what you need to build one      
	Learn to use loops, switches, and fabric, and design your SAN for peak performance      
	Create a disaster recovery plan with the appropriate guidelines, remote site, and data copy techniques      
	Discover how to connect or extend SANs and how compression can reduce costs      
	Compare tape and disk backups and network vs. SAN backup to choose the solution you need      
	Find out how data de-duplication makes sense for backup, replication, and retention      
	Follow great troubleshooting tips to help you find and fix a problem      
	Benefit from a glossary of all those pesky acronyms      


    From the basics for beginners to advanced features like snapshot copies, storage virtualization, and heading off problems before they happen, here’s what you need to do the job with confidence!     


About the Author
   
Christopher Poelker is Vice President of Enterprise Solutions for FalconStor Software, Inc. He spends most of his time with Fortune 1000 companies defining strategy for virtualization and business continuity solutions. Chris is also in great demand as a conference speaker.
    Alex Nikitin has been a storage architect and consultant for more than ten years.       
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Support Vector Machines: Theory and Applications (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
The support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning method that generates input-output mapping functions from a set of labeled training data. The mapping function can be either a classification function, i.e., the category of the input data, or a regression function. For classification, nonlinear kernel functions are often used to...
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Qt 4ObjectSource Publications, 2005

	A number of years ago, I happened to come across an article on GUI programming

	with C++. I had just started learning C++ and was amazed at how little code the

	author2 needed to produce a complete game, including the menus. Of course, there

	were a number of constructs that needed explanation, but after a short time I was

	hooked:...
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Why Kids Kill: Inside the Minds of School ShootersPalgrave Macmillan, 2009

	
		
			
				
					
						Ten years after the school massacre at Columbine High School in Colorado, school shootings are a new and alarming epidemic. While sociologists have attributed the trigger of violence to peer pressure, such as bullying and social isolation, prominent...
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Go Web ProgrammingManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Go Web Programming teaches you how to build scalable, high-performance web applications in Go using modern design principles.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	...
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Getting Started With OpenVMS: A Guide for New Users (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2002

	This book is intended to introduce the reader to Hewlett-Packard’s OpenVMS operating system. It assumes some familiarity with modern computer operating systems, such as UNIX or Microsoft Windows. It will also be helpful to the reader to have access to an OpenVMS system upon which to try the examples given in this book.
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Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2007: Top 100 Simplified Tips & TricksVisual, 2007
You already know PowerPoint 2007 basics. Now you'd like to go beyond with shortcuts, tricks, and tips that let you work smarter and faster. And because you learn more easily when someone shows you how, this is the book for you. Inside, you'll find clear, illustrated instructions for 100 tasks that reveal cool secrets, teach timesaving tricks, and...
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